Student’s Name: ____________________________________________

Please rate this student for the following professional qualities. Fill in the appropriate number for each quality.

1  No opportunity to judge  4  Average
2  Unsatisfactory  5  Above Average
3  Below Average  6  Excellent

___1. Does he/she reflect a sound philosophy of the statistics field?

___2. Dependability?

___3. How well does she/he develop morale among her/his fellow employees and others who may come in contact with her/him?

___4. Is he/she effective as a leader of others?

___5. How well does she/he plan programs?

___6. How well does he/she work and assume his/her share of responsibility for organization activities?

___7. How well does she/he work with other members of the staff, customers/visitors, community leaders, etc?

___8. How does he/she react to constructive criticism of a professional nature?

___9. How does she/he rate in skills as they relate to the job?

Please rate the student’s personal qualities according to the same scale as used in the professional qualities section above.

___1. Appearance, manner, dress, grooming.

___2. Mental awareness (judgement, understanding of the situation at hand).

___3. Voice and speech (includes grammar, oral expression and appropriateness of speech to the situation).
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___4. Self-expression (written).

___5. Emotional maturity (judgement, self-control, responsibility).


COMMENTS (Including strengths or weaknesses observed in the student’s educational preparation):

(OPTIONAL) NAME:________________________________________________

ORGANIZATION:________________________________________________

Please return this form to the student or mail to:

    Department of Statistics
    University of Idaho
    PO Box 441104
    Moscow ID 83844-1104

    Phone: (208) 885-2929
    Fax: (208) 885-7959
    E-mail: stat@uidaho.edu

THANK YOU!!!